THE TRAVELLERS'  LIBRARY
A series of books in all branches of literature designed forthe
pocketjorforthe small house where shelf space is scarce.
Though the volumes measure only 7 inches by 4f inches,
the page is arranged so that the margins are not unreason-
ably curtailed nor legibility sacrificed. The books are of
a uniform thickness irrespective of the number of pages,
and the paper, specially manufactured for the series, is
remarkably opaque, even when it is thinnest.
A semi-flexible form of binding has been adopted, as a safe-
guard against the damage inevitably associated with hasty
packing. The cloth is of a particularly attractive shade of
blue and has the author's name stamped in gold on the back.
Each volume costs 35. 6d. net (postage 3d.).
i. CAN SUCH THINGS BE ?    A volume of Stories
by Ambrose Bierce
3 * Bierce never wastes a word, never coins a too startling plirase;
he secures Ms final effect, a cold thrill of fear, by a simple, yet
subtle, realism.   No anthology of short stories, limited to a score
or so, would be complete without an example of Ms unique
artistry.*    Morning Post
2  THE BLACK  DOG.    A volume of Stories
by A. E. Coppard
5 * Mr. Coppard is a born story-teller.    The book is filled with
a variety of delightful stuff: no one who is interested in good
writing in general, and good short stories in particular, should
miss it.5    Spectator
3. THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY of a SUPER-TRAMP
by W. H. Davies. With a preface by g. bernard shaw
5 Printed as it was written, it is worth reading for its literary style
alone.  The author tells us with inimitable quiet modesty of how
he begged and stole his way across America and through Engknd
and Wales until his travelling days were cut short by losing his
right foot while attempting to * jump * a train,

